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ABSTRACT 
A neural model of motion perception simulates psychophysical data. concerning first-order and 
second-order motion stimuli, including the reversal of perceived motion direction with distance 
from the stimulus (I' display), and data a.bout directional judgments as a function of relative sp<l-
tial phase or sp<\l:ial and temporal frequency. Many other second-order motion percepts that have 
been ascribed to a second non-Fourier processing stream can also be explained in the mod(;] by 
intera.ctions between ON and OFF cells within a single, neurobiologically interpreted magnocellula.r 
processing stream. Yet other percepts may be traced to interactions between form and motion pro-
cessing streams, rather than to processing within multiple motion processing strea.ms. The model 
hereby explains why monkeys with lesions of of the parvocellular layers, but not the magnocellula.r 
layers, of the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) are capable of detecting the correct direction of 
second-order motion, why most cells in area M'.l' a.re sensitive \o both first-order a.nd second-order 
rnotion, and why after APB injection selectively blocks retinal ON bipolar cells, cortical cells a.re 
sensitive only \o the motion of a. moving bright bar's trailing edge. Magnoccllular LGN cells show 
relatively transient responses while parvoccllular LGN cells show relatively sustained rcsponsr~s. 
Correspondingly, the model ba.scs its directional estim.atcs on the outputs of model ON a.nd OFF 
transient cells that a.re organized in opponent circuits wherein <lnta.gonistic rebounds occru in re-
sponse t.o stinnrlus offset. Center-surround interactions convert \lrcse ON and OFF outpr1ts ill\o 
responses of lightening and darkening cells that are sensitive both to direct inputs and to rebound 
responses in their receptivr' fidel centers a.nd surrounds. The total pattern of activity incrernents 
and decrements is used by subscq1wnt processing stages (spatially short-nwge filters, competitive 
ir1tera.ct.ions, spatially long-rangn filters, and directional grouping cells) to dntermine the perceived 
direction of motion. 
OCJS codes: 100.0100, 100.2980, 10().;)010, 150.0150, 150.4620, :330.0330, 3:lOA .150, :l:J().il270, 
:130.5510,:330.6110, 330.li790, :no.7320 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 First-Order and Second-Order Motion 
Apparent motion percepts generated by displays in which nothing actually moves provide important 
clues to the neural processes that govern motion perception. Most of the old stndics of motion 
perception could be attributed to wh;1t Braddick 1 would later call the long-range nwclmnisrn. 
Brad click 1 used random clot kinematograms wherein a rectangular area with horizontal or vertical 
orientation was displaced from one fra.me to the next. For appropriate values of spatial clisplacernent 
and temporal interval between frames (interstimulus interval), subjects observed a. clear perception 
of motion c\rld Hgure-ground separation. Brad dick observed that displacements beyond a. quarter 
of a degree would not provide Hgure-ground separation. He also observed that an incrca.se in tire 
intm·stimulus interval decreased perceptual segregation. Braddick then suggested tha.t two diff"erent 
processes govern apparent motion: one short-range a.nd the other long-mnge. A spatial limit, or 
rnaximum displacement threshold D"'""" was proposed over which the short-range procr~ss can be 
activa.ted. Dmn.r was later shown to vary significantly depending on \he choice of pa.mmeters, such 
as a11 incrcrnent of the target area 2- 6, presentation of the target to more periphera.l sites 3, 
a.nd usc of multi-frame kinematogra.ms 7 
More recently, Bischof and Di Lollo 8, Ca.va.nagh and Mather 9, Grossberg a.ncl Rudel 10, ami 
Sperling 11 have argued that the differences in perception obtained for short-rangr~ and long-range 
processes can be more easily attributed to a. difference in the stimuli used to test ea.cb casr!, with 
st:irnuli classified as Jirst-orcler or second-ordm stimuli. A first-order stimulus is a stimulus whose 
motion can be clisc:rirnina.ted by spatially tracking a. difference of mea.n luminance or color over time. 
ln an illustrative second-order motion stimulus, the density of moving dots inside <wd outside a 
centra.! square is the same, so there is no difference in luminance between the regions. Second-order 
motion percepts carl discriminate two such a.rea.s, even if their mean luminance and color arc tire 
same, if they differ in their spa.tia.l, temporal, or oc:ula.r distribution of mean luminance or color 
D, or when foreground ami background vary in their binoc:ula.r disparity or texture. 1'lre mot. ion 
mode.! developed here correctly detects the perceived direction of motion for a variety of first-order 
a.ncl sr!cond .. orcler motion stimuli. 
1.2 Fourier and Non-Fourier Motion 
Spc'rling n and Chubb and Sperling 12 also distinguished between Fourier and non-Fourier 
a.p]Jc\J"cnt motion stimuli. If tl1e spaee .. (.imr: plots of one-dinwnsiona.l spatial patterns contetirr oriented 
intensity contours, then their spatiotempora.l signal is said to be Fourier in nature. Fourier stimuli 
ca.n be detected by linear filters followed by ha.lf-wavc rcctiJlcation and standard motion a.nalysis. 
If the plots do not contain oriented energy, then tire stimuli are said to eontairr non-Fourier motion. 
'T'hey can be dctceted with nonlinear filters followed by full-wave rectification and sta.ncla.rcl motion 
analysis. Chubb and Sperling 12 argued that, for some second-order stimuli, tlw slrort-range 
and long-range rnec:ha.rrisms carr produce different results. For example, the perceived direction of 
motion revc:rses as the observer moves closer or farther frorn their I' display, which is a. va.ri;wt of \he 
reverse phi illusion of Anstis and Rogers l:l. ln this stimulus, a grating of vertica.l bars are displaced 
to the left by an a.mount equal to l/4 of the dist;wce between two eonsecutive ba.rs a.nd the contra.st 
of the bars is reversed. Subjects perecivc motion to the left when observing the I' display from 
nearby (Figure Ja) a.nd motion to the right when observing tire I' display from aJar (Figure lb). In 
both ca.ses, the strength of the perception is considerably weaker when compared to those produced 
by t.he Jirst-order <tnd seeond-orcler stinnrli described al)ove. Chubb and Sperling 12 argued that 
t.he f;u-view mot.ion of I' is detected by the short-range system and can be processed by a. Jirst-ordm 
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Fourier mechanism, whereas the near-view motion of I' is detected by a seconcl-ordm- mechanism 
ami requires non-Fourier analysis and full-wave rectification. 'l'he mocld proposed herein ut.ilizl's a. 
single procc~ssing stream to process both Jirst-orcler and second-order rnotion stimuli. 'I'Iw modd 
also suggests that various third-order motion stimuli (e.g., Lu and Sperling 14) arc due to a 
form-motion interaction between two or even three processing streams 15- 17 
FIGURE 1 
The present model analyses how monocula,r ON and OFF cells, at an ea.rly stage ofmagnocellular 
processing, respond through time to luminance increments and ckcrmnents before combining \lrcir 
outputs at lightening cells and darkening cells tha.t the present modeling study predicts to exist. 
These two types of cflils, which are predicted to exist early in the motion processing strea.m, play 
a. role in the mod()! similar to that of simple cells in the form processing stream. The lightening 
and darkening cells, in turn, input to spatially short-range filters which accumulate evidence for 
motion in <1 given direction. Tl10 pooh;d outputs from both lightening and darkening cells in 
a given direction mimmick human percepts of first-order and second-order motion in a. va.rict.y 
of conditions. These results are consistent with recent experiments of Gellatly and Bltrrton 18 
showing that the spatiotemporal patterning of lumina.nce increments and decrements through time 
det.ermines these percepts, rather than distinct types of mecha.nisms. Our a.na.lysis hereby suggests 
that various second-ordnr properties that ha.ve been attributed to a second processing stream an' 
due to inV;ractions bc~tween ON and OFF celb within a. single processing stream. 
2 Neural Substrate of Motion Processing 
2.1 Parvocellular and Magnocellular Pathways 
Some of the neural da.ta. that aJ·e clarified by rnodel mnchanisms a.re reviewed in this section and 
the next. Distinct ON a.ncl OFF chamwls for processing visual information arise at a.n early stage 
of rc~\ina.l organization. Photoreceptors 1nake direct synaptic contacts t.o the bipolar cells. Some 
bipola.r cells are classified as \lw ON-center cells that are activated by dirc~ct ilhrmina\ion of cones. 
'l'lre OFF-center bipolar cells arc inhibited by direct illumination of cones. Responses f'rorn the 
ON bipolar cells project to the ON ganglion cells while the responses from the OFF bipolar cells 
project to the OFF ganglion cells with mm1crinc cells mediating antagonist.ic interactions between 
\lw ON and OFF channels. 
Enroth-Crrgdl and Robson I 9 fmmcl \wo distinct type of ga.nglion cells in the cats ret.ina ganglia 
a.ncl classified them into into X a.nd Y cc~lls. The X cell small receptive fields (about. :l times smaller 
\ban the Y cells) and linear snmmation of spatial inputs are used in high-acuity vision a.ncl the 
processing of visual forrn. 'I'he Y cell larger receptive fields, nonlinear summation of spatial irrputs, 
and rapidly conducting axons are used to process motion 20 The sustained responses of X cells 
and tire transient responses of Y cells lmtd to the alterna.te names sustained and transient cells, 
respectively 21. In macaque 1nonkcys, ganglion cells have an analogous organization and the two 
major categorit)s a.re labeled M a.nd P cells. M cells respond more transiently than P cells to step 
changes in contrast, and the center of M cell rccnptive fields has a. dianwter 2-:l times i<nger than 
those of P cells. 
Responses from the ganglion cells are projected to the LGN. In primates, the LGN is comprised 
of 6layers numbered 1-6 from ventral to dors<tl. Cells in the magnoeellula.r layers 1 and 2 are larger, 
and respond faster and more transiently than cells in the pa.rvocellular layers 3-6. M ganglion edls 
project mainly to the magnocellula.r layers of the LGN and to a small portion of superior colliculus 
22 Cells c1t the parvocellular layers receive their inputs from P ga.nglion cells and respond in a 
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more sustained way than the cells at magnocellular layers. Livingstone a.ncl Hubel 23 have reported 
further differences between the magnocellular and pa.rvoccllular cells in terms offeatures like color, 
acuity, speed and contrast sensitivity. 
Axons from LC:N project primarily to l;tyer 4C of cortical area Vl. Layer 4C is subdivided in 
layers 4Ccc and 4Cjl. Projections from ma.gnocellular layers of LGN contact l;tyer 4Ccr while those 
from parvocellular layers of LC:N contact layer 4C/l, The segregation between parvocellular aml 
magnocellula.r pathways found in LC:N is thus ma.intained in Vl. 
From layer 4Ccr, magnocellular pathways involved in motion perception project to layer 1B, 
which then projects to cortical a.rea M'J', which is specialized to process visual motion 24- il1 
Cells in MT' thus have a predominantly magnocellular visual input 32. Albright 24 tested direction 
and orientation selectivity of Vl and MT cells, observing that virtually all cells in area MT were 
directionally selective and responses to Jirst-ordc~r moving stimuli were strongN a.t a.rea MT than 
at area Vl. Albright 33 showed tha.t nearly all cells (99%) tested at area lVIT were selective to 
first-order motion and 87% of the same cells were also selective to second-order motion. 
2.2 Cortical Responses to Motion After Parvocellular or Magnocellular Le-
sions 
Schiller ct. al. 34 tested the visua.J capacities of the rnaguocellular and parvoeellula.r pa.thwa.ys 
and their projections. Seven rhesus monkeys were tra.inecl to perform visual detection cl.iscrimina-
tion ta.sks. In a control phase of the experiment, the animals were tested for contrast sensitivity, 
flicker dctcction, brightness discrimination, color, texture, pattern discrimination (same stirnulus 
presented at different spatial frequency), shape pe~rception, stercops.is, a.ncl motion. Afte~r the con-
trol pha.se, son1e monkeys had their parvocellula.r l<ryers of LGN le~sionecl while some others had 
their ma.gnoedlular layers of LGN lcsiom~d. 'I'he tests used during tlw coHtrol phase were repeatt>d 
to observl' the cliJ!crences in their perl(mnance a.fter lesions. 
For the motion detection tasks, the mo11keys werc asked to fixate <1· point in the> center of a 
screen. After fixation, a. random array of spots filled the screen. In one small region (out of e)..ight. 
possible regions), the dots moved coherently. Detection was indicated by a direct. saccade t.o the 
location of eolwn:nt mot..ion. 'l'he results showed pronounced degradation in the performance' of 
1nonl,cys with ma.gnoc,ellula.r lesions while there w<lS no change in the perfornmnce of mcmlwys with 
parvocellular lesions. Motion discrimination was further tested by elmnging the velocity or l;]w 
direction of mot..ion at one of the eight. possiblc locations. Once again, monkeys with magnocellular 
lesions showed degradation in their pc;rforrna.ncc. 'I'hcsc results suggest that directional selectivity 
for continuous motion requires input from magnoce,llular transient cells, but not from parvocellular 
sustained cells. 
Some' other experiments have rrsed the reversible inactivation of either magnocellulm· or ]l>ll'-
vocellular layers to examine their contribut..ion to visua.l responsc:s recorded in othcr a.rcas of the 
visual cortex il5, :JG. In the~se cxperinwnts, ina.ctivation wa.s achieved by injecting either lidoca.inc 
or GABA. Results were quantified using a blocking index to compare respo11ses before ancl after 
blocking: 0 corresponding to no effect and 1 to elimination of cortical response. In area MT, the 
blocking index a:fter blocking the magnocellular layelrs of LGN was 0. 75, while after blocking the 
parvocellular layers of LGN was 0.11. 
Slaughter and Miller 37 showed tha.t injection of 2-amino-4-phosphonobutynrte (APB) pro-
duces prolonged hyperpolarization in retinal ON bipolar cells, making them unresponsive to light. 
stimulation. Injection of APB had no effect on OFF ceJls. Schiller 38 tested the e!l'ect of APB 
injection 011 the responses of directiona.lly selective motion cortical cells (Figure 2). As a control, 
Schiller used a wide bright bar moving on a dark background over the receptive field of a direction-
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ally selective cortical cell before APB injection (Figure 3). 'I'he cell fired a\ the passage of both 
edges of the bar. After APB injection, the same cell fired only at the passage of the trailing edge of 
the bar. These results suggest that motion of the leading edge of a. moving bright bar over a. da.rk 
background is processed by the ON channel. 
FIGURE 2 
'J'hc model described herein simulates the psychophysical an.d neural data summarized above. 
ln addition, the m.odel predicts that monkeys with lesions in parvocellular layers, but no\ magno-
cellular layers, of the LGN should be able to detect and discriminate the correct direction of motion 
for second-order stimuli. Bcfon~ describing the model, it is placed into a larger context by noting 
how it cmnpares with other relevant motion models in the lit(:ra.ture. 
FIGURE 3 
3 Gradient or Correlational Models of Motion Perception? 
Most motion models fall into two categories: gradient models or corn:IationaJ models. Gradient 
moclcels detect data. collected at single locations :19- 11 ami employ a gating operation between 
a. spa.tia.lly oriented edge detector and a temporal lumimtnCl) detector. If a cell represc'n\ing a 
da.rk/bright edge (i.e., clark on the left side, bright on the right side) is activated when the temporal 
unit detects an increment of luminance <rt the edge loca.tion, the gating operation detects that the 
dark/bright edge: is moving leftward (rightward in case of a bright/cla.rk edge). Conversely, if the 
temporal unit detects a decrement of luminance at the dark/bright edge, the corn)sponcling gating 
operation detects that the da.rk/bright edge is moving rightward (leftward in case of a bright/da.rk 
C)dge). Correlational models combine data. that a.re scpa.ra.ted both in space a.ll(l time 15-.. 19 In 
the' originaJ Reichardt 16 detector, the delayed response from the !c)ft (right) filter is correlated with 
the n'sponsn from the right (left) filter, a,J](I \lw output is the difference between these correla .. \ed 
I'C)Sponses. 
'l'he Motion Boundary Contour System (motion HCS) model incorporates <Lspccts of both gra.di-
ent and eorrelat.ionalmodels 10, 17, 50, 51; see Fignre 4. In the motion HCS, the spatiotemporal 
visua.l signal is preprocessed by sustained and transient cells that elaborate properties of gracli-
cmt models. 'I'he sustained cells have oriented receptive lields \hat generate' responsc:s to either 
dark/light or light/dark oriented stimuli, but no\ both. The activities of these sin1pk cells Me 
time-a.veraged a.nd haJf-w<tve rectified to generate output signals. 'I'lw transient cells ha.ve unori-
ented receptive fields that generate transient temporaJ responses in response to the onset or offset 
of stimuli, but not both. Thdr activities arc also time-averaged <llld half-wave rc~ctifled to gcnera.\e 
output signals. 'I'lw outputs of tlwse sustained crnd transient cdls a.re then nmltiplied, or gated, at 
each position, as in the gradient models, to derive) a local estimate of direction .. of-motion. Outputs 
from gated cells sc)nsitive to the same orientation and direction-of-contrast that lie' along a given 
direction-of-motion <UC then combined via short-range spatial filters (the analog of Dmax) to accu-
mulate evidence of rn.otion in that direction. This eonelational operation results in four types of 
cells, from all the gated combinations of light/dark or dark/light sustained cells and ON or OFF 
transient cells. All of these ga.ted cells a.re sensitive to a particula.r dircetion-of-contrast as well as a 
part.icula.r direction-of-motion. A long-ra.nge spatial filter then correlates signals again by pooling 
outputs of ga,ted cells that are sensitive to the same direction-of-motion. Long-range filtering pools 
signals from both directions-of-contrast, all orientations, and from both eyes. By combining the' 
half-wave rectified output of simple cells \ha.t are sensitive to opposite contrast polarities, these 
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"motion complex cells" carry out a full-w<WC rectifinltion of the input. A contrast-enhancing com-
petition then selects the cell or cells which receive the largest total inputs. 'l'he compc~t.ition hereby 
votes for which direction has the most evidence. These competitively-sharpened long-range filtm· 
cells a.re the first true direction-of-motion cells in the model because they combine signals from a.ll 
previous cell types tha.t a.re sensitive to a. particular direction-of-motion. 
FIGURE 4 
Grossberg and Rudel lO, 5l us<~d this model to simulate many da.ta. a.bout short-range aml 
long-ntnge apparent motion, including beta. motion, gamma motion, delta. motion, split rnotion, 
'J'ernus a.nd reverse-contrast Ternus motion, brief flash speed-up, and aspects of Korte's laws 52 -
58 Grossberg and Mingolla 50 extended the model to two-dimensions to simulate how multiple 
moving orientations could all be pooled into a single direction-of-motion. Francis a.nd Grossberg Hi, 
59 modeled how a V2-+ M'l' pathway linking form processing in the Vl -+ \12 cortical strc<Un and 
motion processing in the Vl -+ MT cortical strea.m could be used to provide; a complete simulation 
of Korte's Jaws <tnd rela.ted data. about form-motion interactions 55, 56, 60- 61. 'l'his motion 
BCS model has thus been used to simulate a large set of da.t.a. about short-nwgc and long-range 
motion perception. 
The data of Schiller el al. :l4 suggest, however, that the model needs to lw refined. 'J'his is 
true because motion perception is spared when oriented sustained cells that are a.ctiva.tcd by the 
pa.rvocdlular layers of the LGN a.re blocked by APB. If oriented susta.ined cells a.n; not needed 
for effective motion perception, tlwn one needs to explain how processing tliat is bascxl on the 
responses of transient ce11s alone can bo us~~d to generate precise estimat(~S of object spcNl and 
d.ircct.ion without undcmnining the other explanations of the mode;!. An initial efl'ort to do this was 
reported in Nogueira. el al. 65. 'J'hcse results were followed by further model development in Clwy 
et al. 6(i, 67 who simulated how a. eohcn;nt representation of object direction and speed cmrld be 
gerwra.ted by signals cont;uninated by aperture a.rnbiguities. By using a. multiple-scale short-range 
niter whose larger sca.les tend to process higher speeds, Clwy e/. al. (i(i sirnulated how SJl(cC'd 
estimates a.rc inil ueneed by input contrast, dmation, dot density, and spatial frequency. Chey cf 
al. (i? showed how the a.ddit.ion of competition, long-range Hlters, and a. directional grouping and 
a.tt<:.ntivc priming network ca,n provide~ a solution to the apcrtlHC problem in which unambiguous 
feature tracking signals ca.pture ambiguous apertun~ signals and attention can sckctivnly prirnc a 
desired direction-of-motion. A schematic of this modiJled motion BCS is given in Figure 5, which 
indicates that oriented susta.ined cells arc uo longer used. 
FIGURE 5 
'l'he prcscmt extension of the motion BCS in Figme Ga. e!a.borates the design of the transient cells 
a.ncl how they activate the short-range filters. A key advance is tha.t contributions from oppon<'nt 
pa.irs of ON cells and OFF cells are modeled. Antagonistic rebounds, whereby oifset of ON (or 
OFF) cell activity generates a transient onset of OFF (or ON) cc;IJ activity, play a. central roll' in 
simnla.ting cla.ta. about second-order motion. These direct a.nd rebound ON a.nd OFF responses go 
through center-sunomHI networks whose outputs a.re combined a.t lightening cells and darkc'ning 
c<Jls. 'l'hcse latter cells play a role much like tha.\ of simple cells in the form processing stream, in 
tha.t they pool input from both ON cells and OFF cells to form responses that a.re sensitive to a. 
prescribed polarity of change 68- 70 'l'he outputs from these lightening and darkening cells then 
activate short-range filters which pool evidence for motion in a given direction. 
Pooling the short-range ftlter contributions \o a. given direction from both lightening and da.rk-
ening cells generates the motion directions that hurna.ns perceive in response to Jirst-order and 
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second-order stimuli under a variety of conditions. These results are simulated in Figures 10- H. 
More, however, is required of the model. It needs to be consistent with the larger motion BCS 
theory of Figure 5. In particular, the perceived motion directions need to survive the effects of 
long-range filtering. For this to happen in all cases, including the case when the l' display is 
viewe~d from afar, it is sufficient to process the lightening and chukening cell outputs according 
to the same mechanisms in Figure 5 that were originally derived to explain other data, nota.bly 
data. abotct motion capture and long-range apparent motion; n<emely, the darkening <end darkening 
cells outputs go through directional short-nwge filters to a.ccumulate evidence for a given direction 
before eornpeting across directions and then activating the long-range filters. 'l'he rc,sults of thc~se 
simnla.tions are shown in Figures 16-20. The remainder of the article explains in greater detail how 
these mechanisms generate the simulated ptm:ep\s. 
4 The Proposed Role of Lightening and Darkening Cells 
The mode~! will be described in two stages. First the stages througlr the lightening and da.rkcming 
cells will be described in order to emplmsize their key role in tracking the temporal pattern of 
lumina.nce increments and cleerenwnts. Their outputs are then pooled to show all the simulated 
effects in the simplest possible framework. Then their outputs will be embedded into the largl'l' 
motion BCS model to show how all these percepts ernerge in a model tlr<rt can also explain a 
wide v<criety of other motion data, including data a.bout global motion ca,ptmt', motion speed and 
direction, long-range apparent motion, and direc:\ionaJ attentiVl~ priming. 
Figme' 6b shows more mechanistic details of the simpler version of the model that is schema.tized 
in Figure 6a.. Level I of the model represents the visual inpnt as bright or dark signals. 'J'lcese 
signals an; fed to unoriented transient cell Jilters at Level 2. These Jilters detect temporal clra.nges 
in the input and rc;present them at opponent ON a,Jl(l OFF transient cells. ON (OFF) cells lire a.t 
the onset of a. bright (dark) stimulus or at. the oJI'se\ of a dark (bright) stimulus. 
FIGURE 6 
ON a.nd OFF cells input to Level :l via on-center ofr-surrormd kernds where they are organized 
into lightening and darkening cells. In Figure 6b, lightening cello are represented on \lw kft ami 
darkening cells on tlre~ right. Both ON and OFF cells contribute \o the a.ctivation and dc:<rr:tiva,\ion 
of the lightening and darkening cha,nnels so that the segn~ga.tion between ON and OFF channels is 
broken. T'lris is in accord with neurophysiological evidence: that the ON ami OFF systems remain 
la.rgely segreg<rted up to the lateral geniculate nucleus and then converge in tlw striate cortex 38 A 
lightmring cell is excited by the ON cells in its center and the OFF cells in its surround and inhibited 
by the OFF cells in its center ami the ON cells .in its surround. Similarly, a cell in the darkc:ming 
clrannel is excited by tire OFF cells in its center and the ON cells in its surround <rnd inhibited by 
the ON cells in its center and the OFF cells .in its surround, For example, the onset a bright spot in 
tlw absc~nec of other signals mal·a~s a, location appear brighter and as a consequenu~ the area in its 
immNiiate neighborhood appears darker. 'J'his is represented by the cells in lightening clrannC'l a\ 
the spath1llocation corresponding to the stimulus center a.nd by the cells in the da.rkening channel 
at the spatia.! locations corresponding to its surround. 'J'hcreJ(ne, the cells in lightening channel 
represent a local increase in brightness while:~ tire cells in the darkening channel represent a local 
increase in darkness. 
It is important to distinguish the functions of two types of cross-talk in the model; namely, 
the cross-talk betwe~en ON and OFF cells in the lightening and darkening cha.nnels at Level 3 ami 
ami the cross-talk between the opponent ON aml OFF channels at Level 2 (Figure fib). At the 
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opponent ON a.nd OFF cells, cross-talk produces an antagonistic rebound of activity in the opposite 
channel at tlw offset of a signaL At the lightening and darkening cells, cross-talk permits pooling 
of opponent signals originating from the surround with the signals at the center. This allows the 
model to simulate reversed apparent motion from reversed lumina.nce contrast. An illustration of 
how this is achieved, for example in the I' display when observed from afar (Figure lb), is given 
in Figure 7. A stimuli consisting of two simultaneous bright spots is presented in Frame 1 and 
switched off in n·a.me 2 (Figure 7a). The ON cells at the locations of the spots fire during Frame 
l. These ON cells then excit.e the lightening cells at those locations and the darkening cells in their 
surround. The width ofthe activity in the darkening channel depends upon the size oftlw surround. 
vVhen the spots are switched off, a.ntagonistic rebound tra.nsiently tmns on the corresponding OFF 
cells which, in turn, excite the darkening cells at the loc<ltions when: the bright spots were removed 
and the lightening cells in their surround. 
FIGURE 7 
Figure 7b, shows the ftrst three !•)·ames of a. segment of I' display when seen from aJar. As 
discussed above, when the bright spots are presented in Frame 1, tlw ON cells a.t the locations of 
the spots !ire and in turn activate the lightening cells at those locations and the darkening cells in 
their surround. In 1'1-ame 2, the bright spots a.re removed a.ncl dark spots a.re presented to their 
ldt. 'l'he OFF cells in this ease fire clue to two different kind of processes: Jirst, due to antagonistic 
rebound at the offset of the bright spots and, second, due to the onset of the dark spots. These 
OFF cells excite the lightening eells to the right of removed bright spots and to the left of dark 
spots. 'fhe lightening cells to the left of rernoved bright spots a.ncl to the right of dark spots, in 
addition to the excitatory signals from OFF cells in the surround, also receive inhibitory signa.Js 
from OFF cells a.t those locations and therefore remain inactive. Hence, if the T' displa.y is viewed 
from a far enough distance, it allows the <1etivities due to offset of bright spots and onset of dark 
spots to fall close: to each other, a.ncl the subsequent processing stages of tlw model time-a.verage 
and threshold these <IC:tivities to rcpwsent rightward dirc:ct.ion-of-motion. Similar argunHmt.s apply 
to tlw activities of darkening cells and subsequent time frames. 
When the I' display is viewed from nearby (Figure 7c), the lightening (darkening) cell activations 
due to antagonistic rebound of bright (dark) spots and the onset of dark (bright) spots fall some 
distance away from each other (how far depends on the' size of surround regions of lightening 
a.nd darkening cells). 'l'hese activities when time-averaged, thresholded, and pooled by subsequent 
processing stages represm1t leftward direction-of-motion. 
Tlw outputs from lightening and da.rkening cells are then fed to their respective short-ra.nge 
spatial filters at Level 4. These spatially averaged activities are thresholded and pooled a\ Level 5 
in the simple version of model in Figure 6b. 'J'he matlwma.ticaJ equations of the model an~ given 
in Section 5. The reader who wishes to study simulations of model performance first ea.n skip to 
Sections 6 and 9, wlwre we use the model to simulate neurophysiological data about the effects 
of anatomicaJ lesious and APB injections on motion processing, a.ncl psychophysical da.ta. about 
the revers a.! of perceived motion direction with distance from the stimulus 12 Sections 10 and 
11 discuss other data and models which suggest that va.rious first-order and sc)concl-order motion 
percc'pts arc processed by a single processing stream. ln particular, experiments of Lrr and Spc'riing 
11
, among others, on second-order motion ea.n naturally be explained by the model. 'I'lw modd 
also indicates a.t what neurophysiological stages these explanations can be tested by subsequent 
experiments. 
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5 Mathematical Description of Model Dynamics 
5.1 Level 1: Input Representation 
Level L of the model registers the input pattern and directs it to the ON and OFF cells of Level 2 
(Figure Gb). Let st represent the response to a. bright stimulus and sj to a. dark stimulus at the 
.;th location. Then 
+ _ { I .0 8 i - 0.0 
a.nd 
- { 1.0 8
' = 0.0 
when the bright stimulus is on 
otherwise 
when the dark stimulus is on 
otherwise 
5.2 Level 2: Unoriented Transient Filter 
(] ) 
(2) 
Levd 2 detects temporal changes in the input signal via. ON a.ncl OFF unoriented tra.nsic•nt cells. 
ON (OFF) cells fire either a.t the onset of a.n increase (decn~a.sc~) in luminance or, via. a.ntagonistic 
rebound, a.t the oJfset of a. decrease (inCJ·easc~) in luminance. A gated dipole circuit is used to 
represent these opponent transient eha.nges 71. Such a circuit ha.s previously been used to model 
transi(mt responses to visual cues under a variety of conditions 59, 72- 76. In both the ON 
and OFF channels, chcmliea.l transmitters ga.te sigHals in their pathways in such a way as to a.t.-
t('mpt to rna.intain unbiased transduction. ']'heir slow ra.tes of habituation cllld reeovery determines 
antagonistic n;bounds in the circuit. 
Figrm; 8 illustrates the functioning of such a gated dipole circuit.. Initially, wlwn no phasic 
inputs arc prescmt) both channels receive equal tonic. arousal signals Tu.· 'fhen)fOn\ a.etiviti<·•s u1 
a.nd 11.2 <1re equal. Tlwy ca.ncel each other due to opponent interaction and both channtlls remain 
subthreshold. When a phasic input, .s+, due to presentaticm of bright stimulus is turned on, u1 
roceivos both tonic and phasic inprrts. Activity 11.1 gets larger than activity n-2 aJHl neurotramrnit.t.cr 
v1 habituates, or inactivates, slowly. Since '11. 1 responds faster than v1, initia.lly ua becomes larger 
(;han u.1 and u5 starts flring above; threshold, resulting in u0 N signal. When neurot.ra.nsmiU.er ·v 1 
is sufficicmtly habitua.tcd, u0 N becomes subthreshold although Ll1c stimulus remains on. When 
the bright stimulus is removed, 11.1 a.ncl 11.2 receive only tonic input. Since neurotransmi!.ter v1 was 
inactivated during presentation of tlre bright stimulus .s+, its value is now less tlran Ural. of the 
neurotransmitter V2. T'hcrefore 'lf,,l beemnc;s larger tha,n 'IJ,~~· rrhis results ill a positive-: response at 
11.6 and an OFF response 110FF is generated via. an antagonistic rebound. Signa.] ·u°FF he1:onws 
,ero after v1 a.ccurnula.tes back to its equilibrium va.hw. Similar a.rguments <Lpply for tile onset of a 
dark stimulus. In summary, an ON cellilres a.t the onset of a. bright stimulus and a.t the olfsct of a 
dark stimulus, wlrerea.s a.n OFF cell ftres at the offset of a bright stimulus a.nd tire~ onset of a. da.rk 
stimulus. 
FIGURE 8 
The ON-channel of the dipole responds to a. net iucrea.se st in the luminance, as in (1), while 
tlre OFF-channel responds to a. net decrease sj, as in (2): 
ON-Channel Input Stage 
Let 
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where u1; is the activity of the ON channel, B{ is the signal from Level 1 as clescribecl in (1), and 
'y., is a tonic arousal level. 
Off-Channel Input Stage 
Let 
d 
-112i = -A2u2; + 8i + ')',, (1) dt 
where n2; and s; have analogous definitions and '),is the same arousal level as in (3). 
ON-Transmitter Transmitter Production-Inactivation 
Let. v1; be the habittmtive transmitter that multiplies, or gates, the half-wave rectified signal 
[u1;]+ in the ON channel. 'J'ransmitter v1; varies more slowly than u1; via the equation: 
clllh; = lh(l- VJi)- C2 [u.Ji]+·ur;, (5) 
ct 
where [·w]+ = ma.:1:(w,O) denotes half-wave rect.ifka.tion. 
OFF-Transmitter Transmitter Production-Inactivation 
Similarly, the slowly varying habitmttive transmitter ·v2; in the OFF cllannel gates the OFF 
cbamwl signaJ [·u. 2;]+ via the equation: 
(6) 
Equa.tious (5) and (6) control the lewd of available neurotransmitter. An increase in signal u..; 
inc.rca.ses the inactivation and release of tra.nsmittc~r via tlH? mass action term -C'2 [?1 .. i]+v.1. 'J'ra.ns-
mitter a.c:cumulates to the maximum va.Jue of I .0 via. term lh(l ··- v.;) a.t mt.c' lh. 
Transmitter-Gated ON-Activation 
'I'bc" t.ra.nsmitter-gated signal ni;v1; activates the next stage of ON channel procc'ssing: 
d A [ J" d.t'li<ti = - 211-:li ·1- D2 U.ti ·vii· (7) 
Transmitter-Gated OFF-Activation 
'I'he same thing happens in the OFF c.lla.nnel: 
Normalized Opponent ON-Activation 
Competition bcltwclen the ON a.nd OFF channels cletennines thcl opponent ON a.ncl OFF acti-
vations: 
d 1 I' ) (I' . 
-···U5-i = -··/ 21l-5·i + (--'-'2 -···1L5i 'U;)i- '2 + 1l-5i)U_,Ji. dt 
Normalized Opponent OFF-Activation 
Similarly, 
(9) 
(10) 
where A2 is the passive decay rate, and E 2 a.nd F2 a.re the upper a.ncllower bounds of ON a.ncl OFF 
cell a.ct.iva.tion. 
ON Output: 
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'I'bese output are then thresholded and rectified. This forms the input for Level :J. 
ON_ [ . I' j+ 1li - U5l - u . (l I) 
OFF Output: 
Similarly, 
(12) 
5.3 Level 3: Lightening and Darkening Channels 
Two center-surround networks process the ON and OFF outputs from Lc)Vel 2. This operation 
spatially contrast enhances the ON and OFF output signals. Let w{' a.nd wf represent the activity 
of a cell at the i'" position in the lightening and darkening channels, respectively. 
Lightening Channel 
Darkening Channel 
dwf 
dl 
= - A·JWL -1- (B - wL) ["'. C -uON -1- '\' 11. 'liOFF] 
, ., 3 t L <r.F '.1 L- .r< 'J 
.i .i 
(/' L) ["' ]J ON '\' ('' OFF] 
- V3 + Wi ~ .iiUj + ~ .J.f"i?l·j · 
J J 
(J:l) 
+ (D:J- wf) [2::: G;;u7~"~" +I: H;;11?N] 
.I .l 
(( ' D ["' [] OFF '\' c·· ON] 
-- _;~1 ·+ '1/)i _) ~-- ji11-.i + ~ _j:h'1l'j ' 
J J 
(H) 
whc~re C:ii and llji are the Gaw:~sian c.cnu~r and surround kernels with pa.ra.mnt.Qr Ctw controlling 
tlu\ir amplitude and paranwters ere a.ncl o·s C-Ontrolling their si~es: 
(I 5) 
( I ()) 
Equa.tions (1:3) and (14) are shunting center-surround equations. 'I'he ftrst term --A3w; controls 
passive decay. 'I'hc second term, (lh- wf'l[L:i G:;;ufN + Lj H:;;u]JFFj, in (15) describes the ex-
citatory signaJs from the ON cells in the center (2::,; G;;u7N) and the OFF cells in the surrouJJd 
(2::,; 11;;1/ .. ?FF); tha.t is, bright stimuli in the center or dark stimuli in the surround excite the 
lightening channel. 'J'erm (1h - w{) is a shunting term which sets the maximum possibh" a.r: .. 
tivity of w{' a.t B3 . The last term, (C3 + w{')[:L,; ll;;11.)JN + L.i G;ru7F'Fj, in (15) describes the 
inhibitory signals from the ON cells in the surround (2::,; H,;,ufN) and the OFF ccllls in the center 
(Lj G;;ufFF); that is, dark stimuli in the center aml bright stimuli in surround inhibit the light-
ening channel. 'fhe shunting term ( G3 + wf') sets the minimum activity of wf' at -C3. Similarly, 
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the second term, (Ih- w{J)[:L; G;;nfFF -1- L; Hj;11.)!N], in (16) is tlw excitatory signal from the 
OFF cells in the center (2:::; G;;ltfFF) and the ON cells in the surround (2:::; H;;ufN); that is, 
dark stimuli in the center or bright stimuli in the surrmmd excite the darkening channel. Term 
(C:l -1- wf)[:L_; H;;JJ.fFF -1- L; G;;JJ.fNJ, dc)scribes the inhibitory signals from the ON cells in the 
centl)r (2:::,; 1I;;nfFF) and the OFF c:dls in the surround (2:::_; G,;;nfN); that is, bright stimuli in the 
center or dark stimuli in the surround inhibit the darhning channel. 
5.4 Level 4: Short-Range Spatial Filtering 
The next operation pools the activations of cells that are spiltia.lly close by means of a. short-ra.nge 
spatial filter. A separate :filter is used for the lightening and darkening channels. A Gaussian 
kernel P;; ensures that the contributions from adjacent neighbors are liu·ger than the contributions 
from more distant neighbors. Let yf' and yp denote the activity of t.he i'" ftlter in lightening and 
darkening channels, respectively. 
Lightening Channel 
Darkening Channel 
d1,L 
·,; _ A L -1 (I' L) '\' /·' .. [· LJ+ d!. - - '!Yi - . ),! - 1/i L.,. :1' W; . 
.1 
i D l 11; _ . D .· D '\' '· ·[ D + dT- - -A,! Yi -\- ( lJ1 - y.; ) L., 1,, w_; ] . 
.7 
The Gaussian kernd P;; is defined by: 
, Cly [ .. (j- i) 2 ] 
Iii = ~y/2ii exp 2 ;;.0 - . 
(17) 
(18) 
( 1 9) 
For simplicity, the Ga.ussia.n spatial ftJt,cr is chosen to be of a single-seale and isotropic. 'fhis is 
sufficicut for the cases where the stimuli generate motion in one dimension. Time-<wera.ging fol-
lowed by thresholding arranges data. in Uw direction-of-motion. Multisca.le short-ra.nge anisotropic 
spatial flhers that aecurnulate evidenec for motion i11 a. particular direction a.re essential for a 
two-dimensional motion grouping system to detect object spned and direction fi7 
5.5 Level 5: Lightening-Darkening Pooling 
The thrcsholded outputs from the short-range spatial filter are combilwd at Level 5. Let ~i be the 
a.ctivity of the i'" node. Then 
. - [ L . l' J+ [· D l' J+ .:::·-~ - Y-i -·· u + !J.i ~ -Y (20) 
Th() Ct)lls z·1 at Level 5 a.H~ sensitive to direction-of-motion and insensitivo to dirc-;ction-of-contr;;.tst 
as in the Grossberg-Rudel model and its subsequent da.bon1t.ions. 
6 Model Simulations 
6.1 Simulation Parameters and Layout 
The model was used to simulate examples of :first-order motion, first-order motion aJtc)r blocking of 
ON cells, second-order 1notion, and r display second-order motion as seen from near a.nd fa.r. Tlw 
para.metc~rs for a.ll simulations were: A2 = 10.0, lh = 0.05, C2 = 5.0, Dz = 200.0, Ez = 5000.0, F2 
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= 5000.0, /'n = 20.0, I',. = 0.2, A3 = OA, B3 = 1.0, C3 = 0.6, a'" = 10.0, (J, = 1.5, (J·' = 6.0, !Lr = 
1.0, B.1 = 1.0, Lly = 15.0, (JY = 2.0 and l'y = 0.73. 
There were 100 nodes at each layer, 11 time franws and each frame lasting 50 units of time. 
'I'he equations were solved using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm on a Sun Sparcstation 5 
computer. 'I'he results are shown as spa.ce-time plots. The horizontal axis corresponds to space while 
the vcrtiea.l a.xis corresponds to time. Time evolves in the upwa.rd direction. Wlwn represent.ing 
st.imuli, white spots in the plot indicate bright stimuli, bla.ck spots indicate dark st.imuli and grey 
spots indicate that no stimuli is present. vVhen plotting cell responses at various levels of the model, 
brighter loca.t.ions indicate higher cell activation with black indica.ting zero activity. 
6.2 Simulation of Antagonistic Rebound 
Before discussing simulations using space-time plots, we ela.rify how antagonistic rebounds lool< by 
describing two simulations of a. Level 2 cell's transient ON and OFF responses: (1) a. stimulus is 
presented and switched off; (2) it is repla.cc'd by a. stimulus of opposite contrast when it. is switched 
off. Figure 9a. shows the results for the first case. Since ON and OFF channels are symmetric, 
presentation of a. bright (stJ or a. dark stimulus (si) yields the smne result in their respective 
cha.nnds. The time scq1wnce of stimulus presentation is shown a.t the bot.tom of the plot. The 
ON and OFF transients have approximately tlw sa.me maximum lcvd of a.c:tiva.tion in this case. 
Figure 9b shows the results of the second ease in which a. stimulus is replaced by the stimulus of 
opposite contrast. ln this case the OFF (ON) response for a. bright (dark) stimulus is larger. ln our 
simulation examples discussed next, the second situation is applicable only in case of second-order 
motion stimulus when bright locations a.rc replaced by dark locations and vice versa .. Jn all ot.lrer 
casns, the bright. ancl darl< locations are simply switched off. 
FIGURE 9 
6.3 Simulation of First-Order Motion 
A simple example of a. first-order stinrJJius is a. bright ba.r sliding horiwnta.lly. Figure lOa shows the 
spatiotcmporal representation of cross-section of a. bright bar sliding horizontally to the right owr 
a grey background. 'l'he bright ba.r is :lO units wide and covers nodes 11-'10 a.t l·1·anw I. Starting 
at Frame 2, the bar moves to the right :1t a. speed of 5 units JWr franH'. 
FIGURE 10 
Figure lOb shows the ON cell activity (?t.)JN) and Figure JOe the OFF cell activity (u.?~"F). 
Figure lOci shows the response at the lightening channel (wf) and Figure lOe at the darkening 
channnl ( w{J) of Level 3. Figures lOf and LOg ohow the thresholded rectifit~d responsns of the short-
r:wgn spatial filter (Level~) for the Jightnning ([yf'- l'y]+) and darknning ([yf -I',;]+) cha.nnels, 
respc'ctively. FiguH; lOh showo the pooled response (.2i) a.t Level 5. 'l'lw rc;sllll shows that the 
model is sensitive to the motion of both edges of tht; bright sliding bar :Js Since the mcJCkl is 
based on tra.nsient cell H!sponses alone, it agrees with the fllldings of Schiller et. al. :11 t.lrat the 
magnocellular pathwa.ys are suffici()nt to detect and discriminate first-order contin!lous motion. 
6.4 Simulation of First-Order Motion With Blocked ON Cells 
APB injections block the responses of ON bipola.r cells without affecting the n•sponses of OFF cc•lls 
:l7 Jn the model, the outputs of ON and OFF channels are independent of each other. This clarifies 
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38 how selective~ blocking of either channel alone carl occur without affecting the other. Schiller 
found that blocking ON bipolar cells using APB maJ<es direction-selective cortical cells in monkeys 
insensitive to the leading edge of a moving bright bar. 
Blocking the output from the ON channel of Level 2 was achieved by raising the threshold I\ 
in (13) such that the responses n~JN were always zero. The stimulus used was the moving bright 
ba.r of the first-order simulation described in Figure lla. Figure llb shows the ON cell activity 
(u.PNJ and Figure lie the OFF cell activity (-u.PFF} 'I'he responses at the lightlming channel (wf'l 
and the darkening channel (wf) of Level :l are shown in Figures lld and lle, respectively. No 
a.ctivity is present >lt the onset of the bar in I1·amc 1 or at \lw locations of the leading edge in both 
channels. Figures 12f and 12g show the thresholded rectified responses of the short-range spatial 
filter (Level 4) for the lightening ([yf'- 1'11 ]+) and darkening ([yjJ- 1'11 ]+) channels, respc:ctively. 
Figure llh shows the pooled response (z;) at Level5. The results show that the model is insensitive 
to the le<tding edge of the moving bright bar when the ON channel is blocked. 'I'h1~ model precl.icts 
that blocking the OFF bipolar cells would make direction-selective cortica.! cells insensitive to the 
trailing edge. Moreover, if a dark moving bar wa.s used instead of a. bright bar, then blocking ON 
(OFF) cells should make the system insensitive to the \railing (leading) edge. 
FIGURE 11 
6.5 Simulation of Second-Order Motion 
A COJJ\rast-reversing noise field 77 was used as a.n example of Sl'cond·order motion. Figure I 2a 
shows spa.tiotempora.! plot of this stimulus. A ra.nclom pa.ttern of ten contiguous bright and dark 
bars (10 units wide) is pres1mted a.t Frame l. Starting a.t Frame 2, these bars reverse their contrast 
one bar per fra.n1e from left to right. A motion to the right is observed. 
l"IGURE 12 
1-'igure l2b shows the ON cell activity (v.f!N) and Figure l2c the OFF cell activity (u)l 1''r). 
Figures 12d ancl 12e show the responses at the lightening channel (w!'J a.nd the darkening clia.nnel 
( wf) of Level :;, respectively. Figures I 2f and 12g show the t.hresholded rectiJied responses of the 
s!1ort·range spatial filter (Level 4) for lightening ([y{· -l'y]+) and chukening ([yfl --l'vJ+) channels, 
respectively. At the start of the experim.ent a.t l'1·a.me I, a. motion signal is s1010n at tl1e bright 
locations in the lightening cha.nnc:l a.ncl the dark locations in the darkening cha.nn10l. When a. bar 
switches from bright to clark, its tra..nsient response is captured at tl11: location of the bar in \lw 
lightening cha.nnel and in its surround in the darkening channel, and vice versa. 'I'hese responses 
a.re pooled at Level 5, >lS shown in Figure 12h. This output tracks the mot.ion from left to right. The 
model also predicts tlla.t, as in first-order motion, macaque monkeys with lesions in the pa.rvocellular 
layers of LGN should be abler to detect second-order motion. 'J'his was not tested by Schiller eta!. 
:)1 
Ha.rris and Smith 78 also r1s10d this stimulus to test if it would ()vokc optokinetic nystagmus 
(OKN) in a.n attempt to localize tile sit() of detect.ion of second-order motion. 'I'lwy found tha.t, 
although the detection of correct. direction of motion in this case wa.o strong, it did not. evoke OKN. 
As the first-order stimuli evoke OKN they concluded tha.t the first-order and second-ordm stirnuli 
are processed by two diJfercmt channels. Our simula.tion results of this experiment suggest tha.t Ll110 
signal for OKN is perhaps tapped before the long-rang() fi]t()ring stage. For example, f(Jr first-ord10r 
stimulus, the signals before the long-ra.nge filter stage already show correct. directional pl'efel'ence 
(Figures lOf and lOg), whereas for second-order stimulus the signa.ls a.re still ambiguous (Figun•s 
12f ancll2g). This ambiguity is resolved .in the model at the long-range filter stage (Figur() 12h). 
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']'his hypothesis about the possible site for signaling OKN is consistent with recent data showing 
that vergence eye movements are also processed at an ea.rly stage of visual processing. For example, 
M.asson et. al. 79 used anticorrelated dense patterns to show that vergence eye~ movements derive 
their visual inputs from an early cortical processing stage. For example, they reported that: "'l'hese 
da.ta indicate tlmt the vergence eye movements initiated at ultrashort latencies result solely from 
locally matched binocular fea.tures, a.ncl derive their visua.J input from an early stage of cortical 
processing before tlw level at which depth percepts are elabont\ed" (p 283). The long-range filter 
stage in the model is proposed to occur in cortical area MT', which is the model site at which 
motion decpth percepts are elaborated. It may thus be that several types of signals for the control 
of eye movements derive their visua.l inputs from processing stages e!a.rlicr than those a.\ which de!plh 
percepts a.re elaborated. 
6.6 Simulation of r Display Motion - Near View 
Figure l:la shows the spatio\cmporallayout of the I' display 12 when seen from ne;arby. A grating 
of bars, each 20 units wide, shifts to the left by 1/4 spatial distance between two eonstceutive ba.rs. 
'fhcreforc, the distance between two bars equals 80 units. Figure 13b shows the ON cell activity 
(u.iJN) and Figure 13c the OFF ce!ll activity (11.;!Fl'} Figures 13d and 13e show the responses 
a\ the lightening channel (w{') and the darkening channel (wp) of Level :J, respectively. Figures 
l:lf and 13g show the thresholcled rectified responses of tl1e; short-nwge spatial filter (Level 1) for 
lightening ([y{ -· I'y]+) and darkening ([yfl - I'y]+) channels, respectively. Figure 13h shows the 
pooled response (.z;) at. Level 5. The 011tput tracks motion to the left; i.e., in the direction of the 
motion of tlw grating. 
FIGURE 13 
6. 7 Simulation of r Display Motion - Far View 
Figure Ha shows the spatiotempora.l plot of the I' display as seen from aJar. T'lw display is shrunk ·1 
times relative to the display when seen from nearby 12 Eccch segment of \lie grating (dark or hright) 
is tlwrefon.:~ 5 un.its wide a.nd the clistanee between the centers of the t\vO consecutive segments now 
equa.ls 20 units. Figure Hb shows the ON cell activity (u.fN) and Figure 14c the OFF cell activity 
(u)W~"). Figmes l4d and l4e show the response at lighteming channel (w{) and darkening channel 
( wf) of Level :J, n;spectively. Although the grating is shifting to the left, the cells at this stage 
a.lre<Hiy begin to preh;r the rightwa.rd direction of motion. 'J'l1is is due to the cross-talk between ON 
and 0 FF cells a.s described in Section 4. Figures l4f and l4g show the thresholdecl rectified re;sponses 
of tht; short.rangc spatial filter (Level 4) for lightening ([yf'- I'y]+) and darkening ([yp- T',J1·) 
channels, respectively. Since the act.iv.i\.ies due to olf-suJoround contributions in a channel now fall 
within the dfectivel bandwidth of the C:aussian short-ra.nge filter, their avemge over tinlel is now 
organiY-ed to become sensitive to the rightward direction of motion a.nd is further contrast-enha.11Ced 
hy thresholding. Figure 14h shows tlw pooled response (z;) a.t Level 5. The output detects tlw 
rnotion to the right which is in the opposite direction of the motion of the gra.\ing. 
FIGURE 14 
7 Additional Motion BCS Model Mechanisms 
'I'he results in Figures 10-14 highlighted the rok of lightening and darkening cells. We now ern bed 
these cells in the full motion BCS model of Figure 5 to show how they give rise to directionally 
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sensitive motion output cells. When the opponent ON and OFF cha.nnds a.ncl the lightening a.nd 
da.rkening cells of Figure 6a are embedded within the more comprehensive motion BCS model, all 
of t.he a.bove percepts can a.gain be simula.ted despite the smoothing effects of the long-range) filter. 
The long-range filter is the stage at which contributions from lightening and darkening cells <ue 
finally pooled. These long-range filter cells are also the ones a.t which sensitivity to direction-of-
motion and insensitivity to direction-of-contrast is finally achieved by pooling signals of opposite 
contrast polarity 10, 51, 67 Before that stage is reached, the undireclional transient cell responses 
a.re. progressively transformed into directional cells that are c.a.pa.ble of using unambiguous fea.ture 
t.ra.cking motion signa.ls \o capture ambiguous motion signals \ha.t arise clue to the aperture problem 
and to thereby genera.te global representations of a.n object's speed a.ncl direction 6? The relevant. 
process.ing stages a.re as follows. 
An ectrly stage in the transformation of undirec\iona.l \n1nsien\ responses usc~s an inhibitory 
veto 1necha.nism 80-- 83. Barlow and Levick 81 first showed that inhibition was crucia.lly involved 
in the function of directionally selective ganglion cells in the rabbit retina.. 'l'hey coneludecl that 
the directional selectivity of these cells was brought about through inhibitory lateral connections, 
probably mediated by retinal horizontal cells. These directiona.lly-specific inhibitory connections 
veto n'sponses in nearby cells, implementing a kind of logical NOT operation. The ganglion cells 
responded \o single light flashes with much the same threshold as pa.ired flashes presented in the 
direction that was not vetoed by inhibition. Gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) mediates inhibi-
tion in directional mbbit retina cells. Introduction of a. C:AHA a.ntagonist into the ra.bbit retina 
eliminates the selectivity of the previously directionally selective cells, ca.using them to respond 
equally well to both directions of movement 85. 
bvidence for inhibitory processes involved in dirc~ctiona.l selectivity has also lwen found in cat 
eortica.! cells. Hub()] mHl Wiesel 86, 87 suggested that directional sckct.ivity of sinlplc cells could 
be explailwd by summation of responses from adjacent ON ancl OFF regions of the cell, where ccn 
ON rc'gion responded to the luminccnce increment and an OFF region responded to a luminance 
deen'men\. Such ON and OFF responses lmve been demonstrated in two classes ol' retinal gccnglion 
c.Qlls 88 that eon verge at the shnplo eells in cortex 8D. 1Iowcvcr1 a number of studies have later 
rejected tlw hypothesis that the tmnpora.l coincidence' of these ON and OFF rc:sponses can expla.in 
directional selectivity 80-- 8:1. For example, Goodwin ct al. 82 studied simple cells in cat. s\riatc> 
cortex which showed ON a.nd OFF receptive Held regions f(Jr both stationary Jlashed stimuli and 
moving edges. Tlw majority of these cc~lls could not be correlated with the spatial anangeme11t 
of their receptive fields and were indc:pcmdc:nt of the width of the moving bar used as a stimulus, 
invalidating the spatia.! summation hypothesis. Like Barlow a.ncl Levick 84, they concluded that 
inhibition in the non-preferred direction was primarily responsible for the direction seleet.ivity. 
Both Barlow and Levick 84 and Goodwin et al. 82 found clirectiona.l selectivity \o be contained 
within smaJl su b-uuits of observed cell receptive flelds. For example, Goodwin e/. al. reported that. 
one cell was divided into 22 sub-units, ecreh of which demonstrated the same directional select-ivity 
of the cell as a who.h In fact., Goodwin et a!. were~ una.ble to find non-direc\iona.lly-sdect:ive 
subregions within the rneeptive field clown to a displa.cernent tlm'sholcl of 1 minute of a.rc. 
In summary, r;a.rly directional selectivity appears to be based on inhibitory veto processing, as 
opposed to fa.cilita.tory or eorrl'lat.ional operations. These proc.esscs seem to operate at a small scale 
in comparison to tlw size of individual receptive fields of directionally selective cells in either rabbit 
retina or cat cortical cells. 
At what processing stage does such a directional veto mechanism operate? Chcy ct. a!. 67 
sr1ggcsted why it occurs as part of transient. cell processing prior to the short-range filter. It can hen' 
set up local directional estima.tes at directional transient cells before evidence for these~ estimates is 
spatially accumula.tecl across a moving traject:ory by directionally-sensitive short-range filter cells. 
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Wo suggest herein that thesl~ directional tra.nsient cells operate upon the outputs of the lightening 
and darkening channels before the outputs are, in turn, processed by tho short-ra.nge filtc,rs. 
Competition across direction within ea.ch channel then acts to enhance the outputs of directional 
short-range filter cells that have fmv directional competitors at a given position, while attenuating 
outputs of directional cells with many directional competitors, without disrupting speed estimate;;. 
1\ divisive, or shunting, competition across direction a.nd scale accomplishes this by computing tho 
ratio of competing activities 90, 9J. Unambiguous feature tracking signals are hereby boosted 
relative to ambiguous signals, and ambiguous signals are bia.sod towards a direction of motion that 
is perpendicular to a line's orientation. 
T'hc long-range motion filter then pools signals from multiple orientations and contrast pola.rities 
in a prescribed direction-of-motion. It is the model processing stage tlw.t genemtes cells that. are 
truly directional selective, a.nd is proposed to occur in cortical area MT where cells with similar 
receptive field properties have betm reportl~d 25, 31' 92, 93. This processing stage a.lso pools 
signals from both eyes 51 It lwreby achieves the depth selectivity of MT cells 91, 95 and helps 
to l)xplain how long-range apparent motion can occur with dichoptically presented stimuli 96, !l7 
'flle directional grouping and attentional prirning stage of Figure 5 was not. simula.tod because 
its role is not important in processing the displays tlmt <ll'C being simulated. Vxtensive simulations 
showed that the ordering of directional tra.nsient cells, competition, and short-range filtering could 
be varied without. disrupting the main qualitative resrilts. They arc quite robust.. 
8 Mathematical Description of the Motion BCS 
Equations (1) - (16) above, through the lightening and da.rkening cells, are the same as before. 
'J'he srrbsequent processing stages, summariY-cd in Figure 15, are dellned as f(rllows. Directional 
transient cells arc derivc)d through the intervention of directional int.lmwurons 67 
FIGURE 15 
Directional Interneurons 
Din)ctional interneuron act.ivil;y a t.imc-a.verages the lightening (or darkening) cell output: 
~(.{' ~ __ tu ,_ [w'' _ l' ]+ di "::.l E 1 - ·w ' 
where v = L for lightening and v = D for darkening. 
Directional Transient Cells - Left Direction 
(21) 
The cl.irect;iona.l tra.nsient. cell activity 1:)'L that prders left clirect.ion-of.mot.ion receives excitatory 
inprrt from the lightening (or da.rkening) cell which is vetoed by the directiona.l .intcrnenron a.ctivit.y 
offset by one unit in the left direcUon: 
(22) 
Directional Transient Cells - Right Direction 
Similarly, the directional tra.nsient cell activity 1'i'n that prefers right direct.ion .. of-motion rf'-
c:eives excitatory input from the lightening (or da.rkening) cell which is vetoed by the directional 
interneuron activity offset by one unit in the right direction: 
dxyR - A .ull I'' [ v ]' ]+ c~ [tV ]+ 
- 1--- -5Xi +-J5 Wi ---w - -'5 <:.-i+l ) (,{ 
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Short-Range Spatial Filters 
Short-range spatial filter activity vi" performs space and time averaging of directional cell 
responses. A Gaussian kernel P;; ensures that the contributions from adjacent neighbors are larger 
than tho contributions from more distant neighbors: 
d'/f!JII . _ .. ..._ 
-·-".- = - ;j ·y"" + (B - y"") ,..., P··[·rvv]+ di - 6 , - G t ~ .71 , 1 , (24) 
.1 
and 
P;; = ay' exp r-(.; -2iJ2], 
Jy/2i 2Jy 
(25) 
wlwre vr; = LL for lightening-lc~ft, vr; = DL for da.rkening-left, vr; = LR for lightening-right, and 
vu = DR for darkcming-right. These activities are half-wave rectified to generate output signa.ls 
yyv :::: [11~'11 - r ]+ 
' d; - y . (2(i) 
Directional Competition 
Competition occurs bc~tween left and right directional cells tha.t obey membrane equations. This 
competition computes the ratio of competing <rctivitics in lightening ami darkening channels. For 
sirnplicity, it is a.ssmned that the competition acts quickly. Its activities are thus computr'ci a.t 
steady sta.te and half-wave recti!led to yield the output signa.ls: 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
and 
. . [Y vn y lnj+ y!!N _ · i - .· i 
, - f3y + y,m, + y,VH , ( ;) ()) 
Long-Range Spatial Filters 
Long-range spatial ftltcr activity zt separately pools the outputs front the lightening <1nd dark-
ening cba.nncls in both the left a.ncl right. directions. A Ga.ussia.n kernel q;; ensures tha.t the contri .. 
butions from a.cljacc~nt neighbors ;tre larger than the contributions f'rom more distant neighbors, as 
i Jl : 
(:H) 
where 11 = L for left, JJ = R for right, and 
[ ( . ')2] Clz -.J-1· q,;; = RC: cxp 2 . Jzy27r 2Jz (:l2) 
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'I'hc output is thrcsholded at r, and half-wave rectified to generate output signals 
(:33) 
9 Motion BCS Simulations 
'fhe same stimuli as in Figures 10-14 are now simulated in Figures 16-20. The effects of each 
processing stage a,re shown here. Tlw simulation parameters for earlier stages were as before and 
for motion BCS were: !l 5 = 10.0, B5 = 10.0, C5 = 50.0, l'w = 0.1, !1 6 = 1.0, 136 = 1.0, ny = 
15.0, Gy = 1.5, l'y = 0.1, {3y = 0.0001, !l7 = 1.0, B7 = 1.0, cr, = 15.0, (fz = 5.0 and r, = 0.6. ln 
Figures 16-20, activities of left and right directional transient cells for the lightening chmmel (:I:{·L 
and J:fJ1) arc shown in (a.) and (b), n~spcctivcly, and for the darkening channel (:cfL and 2:jJll) in 
(c) and (d). The left a.ncl right short-range ftlter cells for the lightening channel (y['L and yf·11 ) 
a.rc shown in (e) and (f), respectively, and for the darkening cells (y{JL a.ncl yfH) in (g) and (h). 
'J'lH' pooled activity of left direction cells after competition (Yf'L + YfD) is plotted in (i) and right 
direction (Yf'11 + ypn) in (j). 'fhe left and right long-range fllter output (Z{ a.ncl Zf') are plotted 
in (k) and (1), respectively. The main thing to note is whether energy is concentrated in the output 
of the left, z{' or right, zfl, long-range filter. 
FIGURES 16 - 20 
10 A Single Processing Stream for First-Order and Second-Order 
Motion? 
A number of n~Hea,rc:Jwrs hav(~ suggnsted that ftrst-ordc~r aud sncond-order motion stimuli a.rt' prO·· 
cesscxl by independent pathwa.ys. The psychophysicaJ evidence l(ll' these arguments include' scale-
dependent dirnction of motion reversal in the r display 12, Jirst-ordcr a.nd second-order motion 
percnpts in a. mull.i-frarne motion seqrwncn 98. 9!!, different temporal sensitivities J(ll' Jlrst-order 
and second-order motion stimuli IOO- 105, Jirst-order but not second-order motion detection <11. 
the absolute detection threshold 105, 106, ftrst-order but not second-ordc'r motion a.ctiva,tion of 
the optokinetic eye movement system 78, and a srna.ll phase-dependence during direction judgment 
exJWriments on superimposc'd Fourier and non-Fourier stimuli 11 . Nevertheless, psychophysical ex-
JWrinwnts on a.da.ptation and sensitivity studies provide evidence that first-order and secmrd order 
st.irnuli are processed by single processing strearn 107- 109. 'J'a,ub el al. 110 have conducted 
cxperimmrts with varying degrees of nonlinearity in non-Fourier motion stimuli and cornpa.red veloc-
ity d.iscrimination judgments for Jirst-order and second-order stimuli. 'l'heir findings are consistent 
with a single processing stream. 
'flrere is also neurophysiological evidence in support of single processing stream. Albright :l:J 
found tlra.t 87% of the cells in area. MT' that respond to the first-order stimuli also respond to 
the sQcond··order stimuli. The model proposed herein utiliz()S a single prclcf'ssing st.rQarn to process 
both first-orclf'r and second-order motion stimuli. 'fhe model herf'by clarific:s why cells in area M'f 
can respond to both first-order a.ncl second-order motion stimuli :Ja In particular, both first-ordm 
and second-order motion stimuli arc processed monocula.rly 14, whereas cells in MT are already 
binocrJla.rly sensitive. 'J'he model mccha.nisms tha,t process tlwse stimuli occur prior to the binocrrla.r 
fusion of information that is proposed to occur at a.long-ra.ngc spatial Jilter tha,t converges on model 
M'l' cells. 
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Johnston and Clifford 111 have convincingly argued that a si11gle processing stn•am is sufficient 
to simulate a number of motion percepts that others hcwe used to a.rgue for multiple processing 
channels. Their model is based upon J{Jrmal T'aylor series expa.nsions of image brightness around 
a point of interest. These expansions are ust~d in conjunction with integral operations to provide 
"a least squares estimate of image speed based on measures of how the image brightness and its 
derivatives are changing with respect to space and time" (p J 123). The present approach directly 
develops a neural model of the magnocellular brain mechanisms that subserve motion perception. 
It is not yet dear how the two approaches can be linked. 
'I'he Motion BCS model that is developed herein has shown that various second-order properties 
that hew<" been a.ttributed to cl second processing stream may be due to interactions between ON 
a.nd OFF cells within a. single processing stream. We wish to emphasize the logical force of t.his 
dernonstration. It suggests that va.rious earlier arguments about the existence of different first-
order and second-order streams are logical nonsequitors. Different. motion properl.ies do not imply 
different motion processes. Given that our analysis is also linked to known tha.Ja.mocortical ON and 
OFF cell prop<"rties, which have not been incorporated into earlier models, the question of whether 
separate processing streams process first-order and second-order motion needs to lw a.pproa.c:hed 
with renewed caution. 
'1\l make these dernonstra.tions, the present study proposes a. modd of lightening and dcrrkm1ing 
cells and refines the first few processing stages of a. neural architecture, ca.lled the Motion BCS, tha.t. 
has previously lwen used to simulate many other data. a.bout visual motion perception IO, 50, 51· 
66, G? For example, by the time signals in the rnotion BCS a.re processed by the short-range filt<'l's, 
tlwy can do pre-attentive feature tracking. Subsequent sta.ges of the motion BCS model include 
a long-range spa.tial Jllter at which multiple orientations, contrast polarities and inputs from both 
eyes converge to achieve true directionally select.ive cells. These cells lcced on a.ttent.ive directional 
grouping sta.gc tha.t uses the directional J(la.ture tracking signals to achieve globaJ motion ca.pture 
and attnntive grouping of motion signals G?. 'l'hese attentive mec.hanisn1s wen: not nueded to 
simulate the data eonsiclered hen;in. 
We wish to emphasize tha.t, although only one motion processing stream is needed to expla.in the 
Jirst--ord<'r and second--order ntotion percepts that. a.re a.nalyzed herein, these rcsnlts cue not meant 
to irnply that rnultiple processing stnla.ms do not operate in other situations, or thctt intera.ctions 
bl'tween these streams cannot influence motion percepts. On the other hcllld, tlwscl other processing 
streams are often devoted to the processing of stimulus .form, not motion. Various modirica.tions 
of motion stimuli can ca.uS<l different combinations of motion, as well as i(mn, mechanisms to be 
engaged. 'T'hus the question of wlwtlwr multiple strca.ms inllrwnc<l first-order a.nd second-order 
motion percepts needs to carefully address the functional rolcl of t.lwse streams from the broa.der 
pcrspnctive of visua.l lWrC.llption, not only their possible immediclte iniluence on a. relatively nanow 
set of motion percepts. 
For example, Lu and Sperling 14, 112 ha.vc provided experimental evidence for a third-order 
motion systllm that requires feature tracking. A number of other cxpclrimcmta.lists have also llrn-
pha.sized the role of f<-~a.ture tracking signals 1 J:l- 115. L11 and Sp,rling 11 Ilot<:d that this system 
is slower than the first-order ami second-order motion systems, operates intcrocula.rly as w"ll as 
monoeula.rly, requires much m.ore stimulus contrast Ora.n ftrst-order and second-order stimuli, and 
requires both bot.tom-up processing including interactions betwem1 form a.ncl motion pa.tllways and 
top-down a.ttentiona.l priming. We have elsewlwre argued that such "third-order motion" percepts 
<rre due to form-motion interactions that help to join complementary processing properties of th" 
form and motion processing streams 15- 17 N a.mely, the form stream uses precise o7"ientaiional 
estimates to form em.ergent :l-D boundary a.ncl surface representations a.t precisely calibrated depths 
from an observer, but exhibits poor dircct.ional tracking propmties. The motion system sacriJiccs 
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precise oricntational and stereo estimates to achieve good directional tracking. The form-motion 
interaction betwceen cortical areas V2 and MT is proposed to help the motion system better track 
emergent forms in depth. Our model of this form-motion interaction has been used to sirnuh1te 
motion percepts that occur when two spatially overlapping shapes tha.t a.rc presented discretely in 
time appear to transform smoothly from one shape to another, such as the line motion illusion 1 l(i, 
117, motion induction 118- 120 and transforma.tiona.J appa.rent motion 121 
Thus the fact that only one stream is needed t:o process some Jirst-order and second-order motion 
percepts is not mea.nt to imply that more tha.n one stream may not be C'.nga.ged to process other 
motion percepts. On the other hand, tlwse streams may not all be motion processing streams, and 
their interaction may be aimed a.t functionally compensating for complementary weaknesses of' the 
form and rnotion processing streams. 
11 How Multiple-Scale ON and OFF Processing Help to Explain 
Other Second-Order Motion Data 
'I'he cross-taJk between ON and OFF cells .in lightening and darkening cha.nnels, competition be· 
tween directional cells, and short-ra.nge and long-range ftlter stages can be used to explain other 
da.ta. that have previously been proposed to imply the existence of separate processing streams 
for processing Fourier and non-Fourier stimuli l2, 14, 98 Arguments for separate streams arc 
often basr;d upon an elaborated Reichardt model as the main processing stage for motion pro-
cessing. For example, Lu and Sperling 11, 112 have reported data to identify three scpa.rate 
procc~ssing stn;a.rns (or systems) for motion processing: a. first-order system for Fourier stimuli such 
as rnoving luminance modulations, a. second-ordm system for non-Fourier stimuli sucl1 a.s moving 
texturr;-contrast modulations, and a. tl1ird-ordm· system tluJ.t tracks feat.ures. Tlw first··ordc'r and 
second-order streams arc identified to br; monocular and bottom-up while tilc' third-order stream 
is both niOIIOcular <J.nd binocular a.nd can be influenced by top-down a.ttentiona.J priming 11. 
Lu :wd Sperling 14 mainly dea.Jt with fotJJ' kinds of motion stimuli: luminance' stimnli that 
are first-order; texture stimuli that a.re second-order; depth stimuli tha.t are presented intl'rocula.rly 
(sterc•o); and motion-motion modulated sti.muli tlmt require feature tracldng. In some e.xperimc;nt.s, 
these motion stimuli wc~re n1odulatcd with a pedestal (a sta.t.iona.ry sine wave). 'l'hc~ main purposC1 
of modulating luminance and texture stinHtli with a. pedesta.l was to remove featmes, thereby 
preventing these stimuli from being processed by <r third-order tracking system. T'heir temporal-
frequency sensitivity tests (Experiment 1) for these four kinds of stimuli show that. both first-order 
a.ncl second-order systems arc fast while the third-order system for depth and motion modulated 
stimuli is comparatively slow. 'I'he pc:clesta.led stimuli tests (Experiments 2 a.ncl 3) furtlwr coniirnwcl 
the results from JDxperiment l. These data agn~c with a single processing strea.m rnodel for first-
order a.nd second-order motion stimuli such a.s ours. 'l'he third-order system is slow as it tracks 
features in the stimuli and requires intcrstrea.m interactions such a.s betv;,een V2 and MT 15- 17, 
G7 
Tlw relative phase dependence tr:st (bxpc:rinwnt ~) examined directional judgments for super-
irnposed Fourier ami non-Fourier gnrtings as a. function of n:la.tive sp<tt:ia.l phase. If p<•destaled 
luminance: modulated and texture modulated stimuli moved in opposite directions (pedr;stalcd mo 
tion transparency test), then no motion was obscrvc~d. 'I'his n:sult is consistent with a single stn:am 
system for processing of both ftrst-order and s<:cond-order stimuli. In particular, it a,grces with our 
rnodel's proposal that competition between opponent direction cells occurs no la.tcr tha.n the long-
range filter stage. This model property is supported by nemophysiological data suggesting the 
oppmwnt. rnotion direction cells compctl1 no later than eortieal area MT 2~ 
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The main evidence suggesting that first-order and second-order systems utilize separate channels 
eame from the tests in which luminance-modulated and texture-modulated stimuli were presented 
together drifting in the same direction (Experiment 4 ). In one case, both stimuli had the same spa-
tial frequency and temporal frequency. This case tested the hypothesis th<1t both texture-modulated 
and luminance-modulated stimuli a.re computed by a. first-order system with linea.r processing and 
half-wave rectiftcation. In the other c;tse, the parameters of the contrast-modulated stimulus re-
ma.ined the same, but the spatial and the temporal frequency of the luminance-modulated stimulus 
were only half that of the iirst case. This case tested the hypothesis that both stimuli are processed 
by a second-order system with nonlinea.r proc.E,ssing and full-wave rectification. The full-wave rec-
t.ifica.tion would double the frequency of the luminance-modulated stimulus, thereby ma.t.ching it 
to the: texture-modulated stimulus. Interestingly, the; stimuli in these cases wc:re not. nwdulatc:d 
by the pedestal. The percent of correct direction-of-movement judgments of both stimuli togc:t.hE'r 
wa.s determinE~d for eight rdative spa.ti<ll phases. 'J'he t;est hypothesis was tha.t, if both stimuli wE:n' 
processc:d by a. single cha.nnd before: the motion is computed, then their combined magnitude would 
depend on their relative phase. For e.xa.mple, stimuli with the same frequency but with opposite: 
plw.se would ca.ncel each other. Therefore:, absence of any phase dependence would mean that these 
stimuli are processed by separate systems. To a good iirst a.pproxima.tion, they found no relative 
phase dependence in the first ca.se, and a slight pha.se dependence in the second caSE\ which they 
attributed to sine-wa.ve luminance-modulated stimuli leaking into the SE,cond-order systc:m. They 
concluded that separate channels compute motion for luminance-modula.vxl and texture-modulated 
stimuli and these two streams an' combined at a. higher-level to a.rrive at a. single-valued represen. 
ta.tion of motion direction. 
These conclusions are gmwraJly \rue for motion energy rnodels ha.sc:d on elaborated Rcic!ta.rdt. 
motion dNectors, including those where the spa.tio-temporal signal is preprocessed by nonlirwa.r 
Jilters l(!llowed by full-wave rectifica.t:ion. 'J'a.ub cl al. llO JIO!Wtlwless were able to successi'ully 
cllallcmgc the Lu and S1wrling 11 conclusion that their data imply that sepamte first-order a.nd 
second-order processing streams necessarily exist. 'J'a11b ct a/. 11 0 proposed a single processing 
stream model and 11scd psychophysical experiments to estirnate a. hmctiona.l form of' its nonlinear 
processing t.o handle a large n11mber of da.ta., including the phase-dependence da.ta. of' Lu and 
Sperling 11 . 'l'hey proposed tlw nonlinea.r pl'occssing to be compressive a.ncl asym.metric; i.e., it 
treats positive a.nd negative contrasts differently. 'J'hey a.lso observed tha.t if <J. h.u·ge spatial liltE'r 
was used before the nonlinear transformation, then the function appears to be rnore nearly li11ea.r. 
Ta.u b ei at. 110 also noted that L11 and Spm·ling 11 "measured the fraction of correct judgments, 
not. motion energy, and tlw measurements were made in the n1nge of SCJ%-90%-correct performa.nce. 
In this range, the fraction correct is likely to be a. compressive function of motion energy", t.ln1s 
further !'educing the likelihood of observing the phase dependence psychophysically. 
A key diffm·ence between our model <lnd the elaborated H.eicha.rdt model, among others, is 
tlmt our modd predicts the existence of ligh\Eming ;md darkening cells that tra.nsiently respond to 
local increases in brightnE~ss or darkness, respectively. We now note similarities between the way 
lightening and darkening cell process tlwir inpnts and the nonlinear transform<ttion proposed by 
'I'atib ei at. l10 In our model, on-center off-surround processing in the lightening ami da.l'kening 
cl1annels allows the information from both ON and OFF cells in the center to interac.t with ON and 
OFF cells in the surround. 'fhe slumting competition causes spa.tia.l distribution of <ICtivity. 'l'he 
motion directions a.re computed indepEmdently in the lightening and darkening channels before' they 
a.re pooled at the long-range filter stage. The inhibitory inputs are shunted at a. valne tha.t is less 
than the excitatory inputs, thereby leading to a.symmetrie processing of excitatory and inhibitory 
signa.ls. Also, the surround Gaussian Jllter is proposed to be spatially large, which allows tlw inputs 
to be presented liuea.rly. Mathematical details and parameter values are given below. 'J'hus, the 
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neural architecture of our model is supported by the experimental fmclings of T'aub et al. 110 
They do not identify the existence of lightening and darkening cells. Nor do they propose the 
nonlinea.rity to occur at ON and OFF cells stage. On the otlwr hand, 'I'aub et al. 110 do note 
tha.t the nonlinear transformation could happen in two pathways that are mirror-images of each 
other. 'I'he lightening and darkening cells of our model does support (a.pproxima.tely) mirror-image 
processing due to ON and OFF processing. 
T<wb ei al. 110 also noted that "the Fourier and non-Fourier gratings were presented in 
alternate rows of raster display; this spatial separation would reduce interactions among the two 
kinds of gratings simply because they might tend to stimulate separate detectors". In our model, 
the anisotropic spatial filters tuned in the direction-of-drift, whieh was the same for both the 
luminance-modulated and texture-modulated stimuli in thl; phase-dependener; test, ccw detect the 
motion much more independently th<w could isotropic spa.tial filters, thus a.lso helping to keep the 
pha.se-dependence small. All of these f<lctors conspire to generate small pha.se dependence without 
necessa.rily processing first-order a.nd second-order stimuli indcpendm1t.ly. Finally, if luminance and 
texture stimuli have different spa.tial and tempcm1l frequencies, the different selectivities of multiple 
spatia.! sc:alc;s a.ncl interscale competition would allow the system to compute the correct direction 
and speed of motion 67 
Lu a.ncl Sperling 14 also performed interocnlar tc;sts (Experiments 5 a.nd 6) and observed tha.t 
first-order and second order motion W81'C monocular processes, while depth and modulated motion 
stimuli required feature tracking and were not e!Iected by interoc1lla.r presentations. If this is true, 
\hen first-order am! second-order processing must be handled before MT. 'J'his is consistent with 
our model's hypothesis that lightening and darkening cells exist at a.n early stage before the long--
ra.nge Hlter tha.t. converges on model M'l' cells. As per feature tracking to be both monocular and 
binocular, this is obvious in our model beccwse feature tracking occurs before tlw long-ra.nge filter 
stage a.t which binocular fusion occurs. 
A nnm ber of studies have used interleaved first-order and second--order motion stimuli 98, UD 
In t.l10~se experirncnts) one frarnc~ of' llrst-ordcr stimulus is replaced by a. fra.mc of a second-order 
stimulus and the subjects arc asked to report tlw direction of pcrcc;ived motion. For example, 
Ledgeway a.ncl Smith 98 used luminance-rnodulatecl bit noise a.s first-order stimulus and contrast-
rnod ulatl~d bit noise as a second-orclr~r stimulus. 'J'hey varied the spatial displacr;nwnt as a. fraction 
of spatia.! period of the modulating sine wave between frames and subjects wl're asked to rr'pOI't the 
direction of perceived motion. 'I'lw results became ambiguous when the spatial shift betwec;n the 
frames w<IS equal to quarter of the wave-length; i.e., t.lw effective phasQ shift between the stimuli of 
sanre type equaled ha.lf of wavelength. They argued that, if first-order and second-order stimuli wNe 
processed hy separate cluwnels, the effective phase shift of 0.5 wavelength within the independent 
clw.mwls would CaliSe ambiguous motion direction perception. 
'J'lw authors noted that, because the two stimuli arc not alike, their difference could result in 
nrot.ion C<urc:ella.tion in single) channel models that use sorne sort of nonlinearity at a.n early stage 
of processing. Such a nonlinearity, which exists in essentially all motion rnoclcls today, could also 
explain their da.ta without requiring the assumption of two separate cha.nnds. In order t.o eliminate 
this possibility, they tried to make the J;wo stimuli close in appea.ra.nce a.ncl alter their modulation 
depth and intensity. Howevm·, these modiJica.t.ions influence the global nature of the second--order 
signal, making it similar to the first-order sigrla.l (e.g., they become similar in their globa.l visibility). 
T'he model described here is capa.ble of capturing these differences at spatially local levels. In 
pa.rticular, these local differences in image intensities, though small, are captured by the lightening 
and da.rkr)ning cells, which process information from surround as well as center, am! can capture Uw 
transient effects of relative changes in the local brightness levels (see Section 4). 'I' his is qualitatively 
simila.r to our explanation of the I' display when seen from near and fa.r 12 . In those experiments, 
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the~ grating shift was accompanied by an intensity contrast reversal. In interlea.ved experiments, 
the phase shift between frames is accompa.nied by replacing a contrast-modulated stimulus with 
a. luminance-modulated stimulus, or vice versa. The local changes between these two types of 
stimuli are captured by the lightening and da.rkening cells. When the shift equals a quartm· of the 
wa.vnlength, as in the I' display, it generates equivalent signals for both directions at the long-range 
filter stage, where the global motion signals are processed. Similarly, Mather and West 99 used 
intensity kinematograms a.s ftrst-order stimuli and texture kinematograms as second-order stimuli 
in their version of interleaved experiments. The same arguments apply in those cases as well. 
A number of studies have reported that temporal sensitivity is worse for second-order moti011 
than first-order motion and therefore suggest that two processing streams a.re necessary 100-
!04_ However, selective adaptation studies strongly suggPst a single-processing cha.nnel 108, JOD 
·rura.no 108 reported that "the results support the view \lmt signals generated from luminance-
domain stimuli and from contrast-doma.in stimuli are processl'CI by a common motion mechanism" 
(p 455). Holliday and Anderson 103 also found that ada.pta.tion tuning curves for first-ordm and 
second-order stimuli are similar at high tempora.J frequencies (more than 4Hz) with maximal post 
adaptation near 12Hz. For example, they concluded "the results are consistent with the hypothesis 
that fast second-order motion is detected by Fourier-type rnechanisrns, preceded by a nonlinea.rity, 
and slow second-order motion is detected by a process involving a comparison of local lumina.nce 
features" (p Hi5). Lu ami Sperling 14 ha.ve classified these~ data into three types of motion. They 
noted that the first-order and second-order arc~ fast, while the third-order system is slow. As 
discus.S(~d above, these so ca.Jled third-order stimuli may require more processing time because till' 
percept requires form-motion interstrearn interactions such as between \12 and M'J' 15- 17, 67 
Other experiments such as those by Chubb and Sperling 77 on drift-balanced stimuli and lla.rris 
and Srnith 78 on OKN were discussed above in the light of model simulations. 
12 Summary 
A neunrl modd of rnotion perception ba.sed upon ma.gnocellula.r dynamics is developed to provide 
a. unified explanation or key first··order and second-order motion percepts. 'l'his motion Boundary 
Contonr System model does not invoke pa.rallel Fourier and non-Fourier pathways. A single pro-
cessirlg stream is sufficient if opponm1t ON <UJd OFF channels exist tha.t a.re capable of antagonistic 
rebound and that combine their results a.t suita.bly defined lightening and darlwning cells whose 
011tputs aH~ pooled to derive a motion pNcept. 'J'he mocld tlnrs does not require separate~ cba.nnds, 
with one det;eeting only first-order motion while the other detects only second-order motion. 'I' his 
result is in agreement with the data of Albright :J:l showing that most of the cells at a.rea. M'I' are 
S(~lective to both first-order and second··Order motion s\imnli. In addition: 
1. 'J'he model explains why monkeys with lesions of the pa.rvocellular but not ma.gnocellula.r 
layers of the lateral geniculate nucleus are capa.ble of detecting the correct direction of first-
order motion 34. 'rhc model also predicts that such selective blocking would not effect the 
detection of the correct direction of second-ordm· motion. 
2. 'l'he model computes the correct direction of motion of a. contrast-reversing noise fldcl as an 
example of a sneond-order motion stimulus 77 "" 
:J. The model computes the opposite directions of motion for \be r display when it is seen from 
ncar and far 12 
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;J. The rnodel computes the correct direction of motion and tracks both edges of a. moving bright 
bar moving on a. background. The model tracks only the trailing edge of a. moving bright. 
bar if its ON channel is blocked 38 The model predicts that blocking OFF bipolar cells 
would make direction-selective eortica.l cells insensitive to \he \railing edge. Moreover, if a 
da.rk moving bar wa.s used instead of a bright bar, then blocking ON (OFF) cells should make 
the direction-selective cells insensitive to the trailing (leading) edge. 
5. 'I' he model qualitatively explains the data of Lu a.nd Sperling 14 on how directional judgments 
depend upon rda.tive spatial phaSt\ or spatial and temporal frequency. 
6. 'I'lw model predicts the existence of two testa.ble classes of cells in \he magnocellula.r processing 
stnmm, lightening and darkening cells, that transiently respond to local increase in brigh\Mss 
and darkness, respectively, no la.tl)r than cortica.l a.rea. MT'. 
The present version of t.lw motion Boundary Contour System incorporates tmnsient OFF cell 
rebou11ds a.nd lightening <tnd darkening cells into a. nenra.l theory of motion perception that has 
earlier simulated a. wide variety of data. about short-range and long-range apparent motion 10, 5l, 
p0l'cepts of object spmxl and direction 66, 67, a.Jl(] form-motion in\era.e\ions 15- 17 The preseut 
results hereby show how a small set of properly configured neural mechanisms ca.n be used to unify 
the expla,na.tion of a diverse Sllt of motion data .. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1: Spatiotemporal representation of r Display 12. (a) Near view. (b) Far view. Space is 
plotted on the horizontal axis and time on the vertical axis. 
Figure 2: (a) The motion task used in Schiller et. al. 31. Monkeys fixate a. point in the middle of 
tlw screen that is filled with random dots. When dots in a. certain position begin moving cohen;nt-
ly, monkeys are trained to saccade to that position. (b) Experimental results: Results before any 
lesion are represcmted as control. Parvocellula.r lesions do not produce any deficit in performance. 
Ma.gnocellular lesions reduce performance to chance. (Ad<rpted from Schiller et al. 34 ) 
Figure 3: Effect of APJ3 on cortical directionally selective cells. (a) A wide bright ba.r slides to 
the right through a. cell's receptive fic;ld (RF), which is n:presented by the small circlc;. Bar edges 
are coded according to their spatial contrast (i.e., dark side on the left indicates a dark-light or DL 
edge, while cla.rk side on the right indicates a.light-da.rk or LD edge). (b) Luminance at the recep-
tive: fldd increases as the leading edge of the ba.r rmrches tlw receptive field. Luminance; dc:ereasc;s 
as tlw tra.iling Pdge n:aclH!S the receptive Held. Before Al'B injection, the cell ftres to both c:dges. 
Edge LD is the first one to cross the receptive field. After APJ3 injc:etion, the cell fires only a.t the 
pa.ssa.gc' of" the trailing edge that indic<rtes a decrease in luminance. (c) The bright b<u now moves 
from right to ld"t. (d) Now the first edge t.o cross the receptivc; field is the DL edge instead. Hdore 
APB injection, the cell a.ga.in fires at passage of both edges. Responsc:s are not a.s strong as when 
the bar was moving to the right, indica.ting that this cell is more selective to rightwa.rd rnotion 
than to leftward motion. After APB injection, the cell fires only at the passage of the trailing edge. 
(Adapted fron1 Schiller 38) 
Figure 4: Schc:ma.tic of the Grossbc;rg-lhidd motion model 10, 51 
Figure 5: Schematic of the Chcy et a.J. motion model GG. G7 
Figure 6: (a.) Model processing st<rges. (b) Model schematic. The bright a.ncl dark stimuli arc 
represc:nt.ed at Level 1. A gated dipole detc:cts the unorientc:d ON and OFF signals a.t Ll'vel 2. 
Those signals are grouped into the lightening and darkening cha,nnels at Level :3 via an on--center 
off-surround network. The lightening eha.nnel is shown at tlw h;ft. Lr:vd ;J. is the; short-mnge spa.tia.J 
filter and Level 5 pools signals from both channels. 
Figure 7: Examples of center-surround processing in light.cming and da.rlwning cl'lls. For stirnuli, 
white irnplies a bright spot, bla.ek implies a. dark spot, a.nd grey implies no inprrt. While for ON, 
OFF, lightening, and darkening cells, white implies <\Clive a.ll(i gn'y in-active cell loc<rtions. (a) 
Onsc;t and offset of bright spots. (b) A segment of r displa.y when observed from aJar. (c) II 
segment of r display when observed from nearby. 
Figure 8: A qualitative representa.tion of the funetioning of a gated dipole a.s unoriented tmnsient. 
filter. See text for details. 
Figure 9: Simulation results of an unoriented transient filt.er. The stimuli tnrce is shown at the 
bottom of each plot. (a) A stimulus is switched on generating ON tnrnsient ami then switched off 
generating OFF transient due to rebound. (b) A stimulus is switehecl on generating ON transient 
ami then replaced by a stimulus of opposite contrast generating OFF transient due to the combine 
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effect of rebound and opposite contrast phasic input. 
Figure 10: Simulation results offll'St-orc!cr motion. (a) Stimulus, (b) r{!N, (c) v°FF, (d) w{', (e) 
wf, (f) yf', (g) yp, (h) z;. Variable z; represents the rightward motion of both the lea.ding and 
\railing edges. 
Figure 11: Simulation results of first-order motion with blocked ON clmmwl. (a) Stimulus, (b) 
·uc!N, (c) ·u0 ~"~", (d) ·u+, (e) wf, (f) y{', (g) yp, (h) .z;. Variable z; rcpn!sents the righ\wa.rd motion 
of the tra.iling edge. 
Figure 12: Simulation results of second-order motion. (a) Stimulus, (b) u0 N, (e) 110FF, (d) w}', (e) 
wP, (f) y{', (g) yp, (h) z;. Variable z; represents the rightward motion of the see on d-order stimulus. 
Figure 13: Simul;1tion results of I' display- Ncar view. (a) Stimulus, (b) v0 N, (c) v0 Fl'', (d) wf·, 
(e) ·wf, (J) y{', (g) yp, (h) z;. Variable z; represents the leftward motion of the nc;u I' display. 
Figure 14. Simulo.tion results of I' display- Far view. (a.) Stimulus, (b) ·noN, (c) 110FF, (d) w{', 
(e) wP, (f) yf•, (g) yp, (h) .z;. Variable z; represents the rightward motion of the far I' display. 
Figure 15: Schematic of motion Boundary Contour System. 
Figure 16: Simulation results of motion BCS for Jirst-order motion. (a.) :r:f·L, (b) :cf·H, (c) :c)JL, 
(d) :r:pn, (e) yf-1·, (f) y{'n, (g) ypL, (h) ypn (i) 1P· + 1))],, (j) 1f·H + ypn, (k) zj-, and (I) zjl. 
Var.ia.ble Z/1 represents the rightward motion of both the leading and trailing edges. 
Figure 17: Simula.tion results of motion BCS for first-order mot.ion with blocked ON channl!l. (a) 
:r(l., (b) 1:;-n, (c) :i:)JL, (d) .1:?11 , (e) yf.I·, (f) yf'n, (g) yp1., (h) yf11 , (i) 11-1. + 1pr., (.i) 1{'ll + 1)m, 
(k) Z/', and (I) Zf?. Varia.blc! Zjl represents t.he rightwa.rd Inotion of the~ tra.iling l'dge. 
Figure 18: Si1nula.tion resrdts of mot.ion BCS for second-order moUon. (a) 1:).r·, (b) :r:{-11 , (c) :cfn, 
(d) :~:fm, (e) y{-1·, (f) y{·11 , (g) yf1·, (h) yfm, (i) 1!'1. + 1{n, (.i) 1f'n + 1pn, (k) z{', and (I) zjl. 
Variable Zfl repre.sents t.he rightward moUon of the second-ordc:r stimulus. 
Figure 19: Siinulation results of motion BCS for for I' display- Near view. (a.) :d·L, (b) 1:)'ll, (c) 
:rfl., (d) :!:{Jil, (c) yf.I·, (f) yf.II, (g) yf!L, (h) yflll, (I) 1{.1, + 1fn, (j) 1j·ll + 1)JJl, (It) z(", and (I) 
Z/1. Va.ria.ble Zf' represents the leftwilrd motion of the near 1' display. 
Figure 20: Simulation results of motion BCS for r display- Far view. (a) 1:{·1·, (b) .T{-11 , (c) .T)JL, 
(cl) :rfm, (e) yf·L, (f) yf'n, (g) ypL, (h) ypn, (i) Yf·L + Yfn, (j) Tf·ll + 1pn, (k) z(', and (1) zf'. 
Varia.blce Z/1 rc~prescnts the rigl1tward mot.ion of the fa.r r display. 
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